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How might we create a
sustainable, integrated
digital strategy to accelerate
and scale impact for kids and
their teachers with the
BrightStart! model?
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Lab Days
Recap
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Lab Days
From problem statement to visual concepts.
After two problem-defining Drawing Board sessions, we
spent March 9-10 in the lab.
Day 1 focused on exploring how different personas, from
Head Start Directors to early learning center admins could
interact with a new digital hub to set a solid foundation for
sales and marketing. At the end of the day several NBS!
staff served as touchpoints, providing great feedback and
insights.
Day 2 we explored how the existing readingbrightstart.org
could be changed to meet the needs of the new
foundation, resulting in a digital clickable prototype that
was validated again as a solid direction by touchpoints.
A new foundation for Reading BrightStart! was
kickstarted in just two days.

Paper Prototyping
We used paper prototypes to rapidly validate and
invalidate concepts by playtesting with touchpoints
outside the core team.
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Rapid prototyping for sustainable growth
T.J. Cook and the NBS! team in action during Lab Days
at Nemours HQ in Jacksonville, Florida.
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Marshmallow Challenge
To kickoff our second Lab Day we formed two teams
and built a tower for a marshmallow, learning valuable
lessons about iteration along the way.
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Challenges
Important hurdles we’ll need to address and overcome.

Products are
purchased on
Kaplan’s
website

User
Acquisition

BrightStart! doesn’t have enough
control over the sale of their
products. This also translates to a
brand recognition issue for
customers.

Current users of the screener can
come and go as they please, we’re
missing opportunities to engage
with them by not having them sign
up.

Lack of a sales
and marketing
mindset

Consistent
Branding &
Messaging

BrightStart! knows their audience
and products well but will need to
adopt a new sales and marketing
mindset to transition to a
sustainable business over the next
3 three years.

Nemours is both helpful and
harmful when developing and
selling curriculum to schools.
Additionally, the current website is
only focused on parent
engagement when our customer
focus in the short term should be
on administrators and teachers.
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Challenges cont.
Important hurdles we’ll need to address and overcome.

Lack of an
Assessment
Tool

Tracking a student’s outcomes pre,
during and post product is a
tremendous value add to teachers
and with data for BrightStart!

Level 1 & 2 are
using
Pearson’s
screener

Sending customers to another
service provider isn’t good for the
product. We can’t control the
quality of the experience on a third
party site and miss out on key
opportunities with our customers.
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Key Insights
Succinct expressions of what we have learned together to help us
design the path forward together.

Always deliver
value

By educators
for educators

Going immediately after the sale in
our prototypes didn’t feel right;
delivering value first, did. The
content strategy will focus on not
only selling curriculum, but
incorporating the current site’s
resources and tools as a part of the
overall experience with NBS.

NBS knows their customer and
can clearly show it by sharing their
research and results.
New content and design will
reflect this by educators, for
educators differentiation in
editorial style and tone of voice.

Our core
customer is
Directors and
Administrators

Our primary customers are
program directors and
administrators who make
purchasing decisions for their
programs and centers. NOT
teachers.
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Key Insights cont.
Succinct expressions of what we have learned together to help us
design the path forward together.

“Reading
Starts Here”

Improve and
reframe the
screener

Customers want simple, easy to
understand messaging. This new
tagline sets a precedent for
concise, bold messaging for the
new sales & marketing website.

Before reframing the screener as a
tool for teachers (both as a in-class
tool and as a resource for parent
engagement) it needs to be
strengthened to add more impact.
This work will be backlogged in
favor of focus on the new website.
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Design Principles for our Digital Strategy
Quick, memorable guidelines that describe the most important
elements to keep further design iterations consistent.

Say more with
less

What we say
and how we
say it matters

The BrightStart! of today uses a lot
of words. The BrightStart! of the
future says more with less, shows
versus tells and does this is a way
that tells the complete story in a
compelling way.

Speak directly to the primary
customer as if the website were a
person. Be intentional with the
words we choose because they
matter to our customer and will
make the website easier to use.

Limit options

Internal prototype testing
uncovered that a simple design
with limited choices made it easier
for users to find exactly what they
were looking for quickly.

Get me there
quickly

BrightStart! has a large offering of
products and services–get
customers to the right place
quickly and easily.
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The story we want to tell

2018

2015
Financially and strategically
dependent on Nemours
(funding) & Kaplan (product),
but with a strong core
curriculum.

To

Industry leader operating a
self sustaining business in the
digital age that no longer
relies on outside funding
(Nemours), nor outside
distribution (Kaplan).
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3 Year Technology Strategy
Our proposed process in action.

2016

2017

Branding and Marketing
A refined brand, a new sales
and marketing website

Market Expansion
Support and Enhance the sales
and marketing website and
campaigns as NBS customer
base spreads to more cities
and states.

Sales Process
Integration for customer
acquisition, analytics, and
E-Commerce.

2018
Sustainable Business
A well-performing sales and
marketing website and team.
Digital Platform
Invest in digital tools that will
power new recurring revenue
possibilities, still driven by the
core curriculum sellable to
existing and new customer
bases.
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Tactical Breakdown
2016

Branding &
Messaging

Sales & Marketing
Integration

New Website

Landing Pages for
Marketing Campaigns

E-Commerce

New & Modified
roles

Continued support
and enhancements

2017
Depending on revenue/funding
partners, we’ll begin investing in
design toward the digital platform in
advance of implementation in 2018..
Support and
enhancements

Mid to late 2017

2018

Digital Platform for
Curriculum
Products

Digital tools for
Family Engagement

Online Training &
Support

Online Professional
Development
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2016
Sales & Marketing Foundation
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2016 Detailed Timeline
With E-Commerce for MVP

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Roadmap

Branding &
Messaging

Content &
Marketing
Dev

Development

Q
A

Support & Enhancements
LAUNCH

2017 Strategy &
Contract
Information Architecture

Blueprint &
Design

New Website
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2016 Deliverable

Branding & Messaging
Refine, polish and launch an updated Reading
BrightStart! brand that will be strong with and without
the Nemours mark.
Develop a simple yet powerful brand message and tone
of voice that clearly and distinctly positions Reading
BrightStart! in the market of competing brands and in
the mind of customers.
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2016 Deliverable

Sales & Marketing
Integration
Support the completion of the sales & marketing
strategy with an acute level of attention to the
supporting tools that need to be built to implement the
strategy.
●
●
●
●

Google Analytics setup
SalesForce integration
Email Marketing Templates
Landing Page templates and setup
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2016 Deliverable

Content Development
Our Content Strategy Expert will support the content
development process by keeping the message
customer focused, simple and ready to be implemented
into the design of new website.
Content development will include 3 to 4, 60 second
videos to better educate, engage and sell curriculum
products.
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2016 Deliverable

New Website
We’ll design, build and launch a brand new Reading
BrightStart! website with your new branding,
messaging, content, marketing tools and an
E-Commerce solution.

Your current installation of Wordpress and underlying database is a
strong foundation for us to build off of which means a more rapid
launch of the new website.
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New Website
A closer look

New Audiences

Marketing Ready

E-Commerce

The new website audience will
broaden beyond parents by
incorporating and focusing on
administrators and teachers.

The new website will become
the hub of all things
BrightStart! and will support all
the tools needed to implement
the marketing strategy,
acquire customers, and sell
products.

The new website will showcase
all of the products BrightStart!
offers with curriculum
samples, research & results,
curriculum PD & training, etc.

Ongoing Support
The new website will need
ongoing support–including
content refinement, new
landing pages for campaigns,
etc.

The final E-Commerce strategy
will be finalized in the
CauseLabs Blueprint phase
based on the Kaplan contract
negotiation outcome.
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New Website Prototype

During our workshop we created a digital prototype to quickly visualize and learn from our best ideas. This prototype
imagines what the new site could look like when it focuses on Teachers and Administrators with curriculum and
professional development front and center.
View Prototype
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2016 Deliverable

E-Commerce
We’ll design and build a powerful e-commerce solution
for the new Reading BrightStart! website giving you full
control over your customers by engaging with them
directly.
The final E-Commerce strategy will be finalized in the
CauseLabs Blueprint phase based on the Kaplan
contract negotiation outcome. This includes how
BrightStart! retains the customer during the sale and
how orders are received, processed and fulfilled by
Kaplan.
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2016 Deliverable

New and modified roles
To transition to a sales and marketing mindset, we
recommend looking both internally and externally to
build your staff capacity to implement, maintain and
adapt the marketing strategy. These roles, which could
be owned by two/three people initially, include:
-

Sales and Marketing Director
Brand Manager
Website Administrator
Content Specialist
Social Media Manager
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2017
Market Expansion
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Ongoing

Continued Support &
Enhancements
Immediately after launch in 2016 and extending
throughout 2017, we’ll assist you with data collection &
analysis, design tasks, and other website support. This
phase may also include responding to customer
feedback and shifting priorities based on marketing
analysis, documentation, training, and plans for
transitioning product maintenance to internal team
members.
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On-site Workshops,
Webinars & Conferences
Just as the digital strategy initially calls for helping to
increase the sell of physical products, so the website
will focus on selling paid in-person workshops, with
webinars and conferences focused on brand building
and lead generation.
Later in 2017 and into 2018, as brand building and lead
generation improves the size of your marketing lists, we
will help integrate paid webinars and online training
into the website strategy.
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2018
Sustainable Business in the Digital Age
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Possible Projects for 2018
In late 2017 we’ll begin planning what new projects to tackle in 2018.
Here are a few of our top hunches.

&

Digital Tools

Training & Support

New Business Models

Family Engagement

Rather than gain independence
from Kaplan by publishing your
own printed curriculum, we
recommend adapting your
curriculum for digital distribution.

The new digital platform will
integrate digital product training,
professional development and
ongoing product support in
lock-step with the main digital
curriculum delivery value
proposition.

A new digital platform approach
will enable new business models,
including monthly/annual
subscription, a-la-carte modules,
and other highly scalable and
profitable models.

Alongside digital tools for
curriculum delivery, we will
improve the strength of the
reading screener as a value-add to
our value proposition for a broader
digital platform.
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Next Steps
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What’s Next?
CauseLabs is here to empower
This presentation will be accompanied by a contract
that details the time and cost for getting to website
release as well as ongoing support for the rest of 2016.
We hope to get started on the first leg of this work,
Branding and Messaging, the first week of March.
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causelabs.com
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